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Abstract. In this paper some propositional modal logics of programs are considered, based on 
the system CPDL (Combinatory PDL)-an extension of PDL with proper names for states. These 
proper names are atomic formulae which are satisfied at exactly one state, in each model. Among 
other things (e.g., decidability and finite-model property results) a version of Streett’s conjecture 
that his axioms do axiomatixe the infinite repeatiq construct t is established with respect 
to CPDL. 
1. Introduction 
Propositional modal logics of programs were introduced a decade ago with the 
aim to describe reasoning about the behaviour of programs in the framework of 
specially designed propositional anguages. Such languages typically have one or 
more constructs, besides the logical connectives; among them a central role is played 
by [a]A (“after each successful execution of the program a the property A holds’*). 
The program parts of the logics contain operators to combine programs into new, 
more complex ones. In the case of PDL these are the regular operators ;, w , and 
*. Although many interesting properties of regular programs can be expressed in 
the language of PDL, it is not as powerful as one would like it to be (in view of 
possible applications to real-life problems), as was already noticed by one of the 
pioneers of program logics, V. Pratt [14], ba & in 1978. For instance, the notion Of 
infinite looping cannot be fully capture by PDL means (cf. [IS, 191). 
there are other interesting notions which lie outside the scope 
mentioning are the intersection of programs (a notion associate 
of concurrent computations, cf. [4,9,13]), inclusion and extensional ecluality of 
t This research was partially supported by the Bulgarian Committee for Science under Contracts NO. 
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programs, the complementation f programs (a problem also proposed by Pratt in 
[ 15]), etc. 
After several attempts to appropriately treat some of the above problems we came 
up with the idea [ 10,111 that a special new sort of variables should be ad 
the language of PDL (the data constants) to range over data states, i.e., over states 
in PDL models, in such a way that a constant is satisfied at exactly one state, in 
each model. Thus a crucial notion-identity of states-becomes manageable and 
this fact is responsible for many axiomatizability results, mainly because the situ- 
ation: “an execution of the program ar starting at x leads to the state y” can be 
rendered by the formula c & (a)d’, where c, d are the constants atisfied at x and y 
respectively. 
In [ 10,l l] a number of axiomatic systems can be found based on the Combinatory 
PDL--a logic extending PDL to the language of constants, with another program 
construct added: the universal program v (interpreted in models as the Cartesian 
square of the universe of states). Perhaps the systems’ most important feature is 
that they are infinitary since they contain at least two o-rules: 
- (I&~ckn stale): if I-[ fJ[a”]A (for all n E w ), then I-[ r][cr*]A. 
- (Coveting rule); if k[ y]~ (for all constants c), then I-[ 710. 
The latter rule is a distant analogue of the famous modal Barcan formula and 
forces models to contain only states with names, i.e., states where some constant is 
satisfied. Thus the cardinal@ of the models is restricted to s&,. It has been argued 
that (cf., e.g., [S]) the presence of o-rules is a fundamental shortcoming since 
infinitary systems are syntactically useless. Our experience indicates that the 
approach based on infinitary logics has various advantages. On the one hand, it 
should be mentioned that o-rules are sometimes really necessary for the axiomatiz- 
ation of semantically defined logics: in [IO, 111 there are many systems which are 
highly undecidable (II:-hard). On the other hand, for the basic system CPDL and 
some of its natural extensions, the infinitary rules are shown to be eliminable. Thus 
the logics with constants are infinitary-when-necessary. 
Moreover, in many cases when an extension of PDL is decidable or has some 
other r ke property (such as, e.g., the finite-model property, fmp), the corresponding 
extension of CPDL possesses that property, too. CPDL itself can be finitarily 
axiomatized (ef. [3]), so in a way constants and the universal program v are 
insignificant (or at least harmless) in the case of PDL. Much the same is the situation 
with the logic of deterministic primitive programs. As shown in this paper the 
deterministic version of CPDL has the nice properties of its prototype DPDL (for 
a treatment of DPDL, cf. [l]). 
A different story is when the looping operator repeat is added to the language 
with data constants. We prove that the logic of repeat is axiomatized over CPDL 
exactly the axiom schemes conjectured by Streett [191. We consider such a result 
a representative example (in addition to many others from [ll]) that shows 
constants to be a natural and useful addition io the language of propositional 
dynamic logic. 
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2. 
2.1. Syntax 
Consider three countably infinite and pairwise disjoint sets QiO, C and Q-,. The 
elements of @o: P, Q,R,..., are called atomic formulae, the elements of 6: 
Vkct,..., are the constants, and the elements of &: a, b, al,. . . , are the atomic 
programs. 
efinition 2.1. Formulae and progrrrms are defined by induction: 
(a) elements of @JJS U(O) are formulae; 
(b) elements of &U(V) are programs; 
(c) if CX, /S are programs, and A is a formula, then at; /3, at u/Z, (Y*, A? are 
programs, and [alA is a formula. 
Here the universal program u and the falsity symbol 0 are assumed to be outsi 
(POU C U &. In the presence of the test constructs ?and 0, the rest of the connectives 
can be introduced as abbreviations: 
A-, B=[A?]B, lA=A+O, 
(a)A = ++A, A & B = (A?)B, 
AvB=lA+B, A-B=(A+B)&(B+A). 
Let tP stand for ar; at;. . l ; a (n times). The set of all programs is denoted by n, 
the set of all formulae by @. 
2.2. Semantics 
Definition 2.2. A (standard) Kripkz model for the above language is any quadruple 
1sm = (M, x, R, V), where 
(1) M is a nonempty universe of states 5 y, 2, . . .; 
(2) x : C + A4 is a sujective function; 
(3) R~n-,2~“~ and V: @ + 2M satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) R(v) = M*; 
(b) Rk 6) = Rid O R(B); 
(4 RbM)=Rb)UR(B); 
(4 Rb*) = (R(d)*; 
A?) ={(x, X)~XE V(A)}; 
0)=0; 
(8) VW = {XW, c E 2; 
(W V(C4A) = {xIVY(W~Y*Y E V(A)). 
In the right-hand sides above, 0 denotes composition of binary relations, * the 
reflexive and transitive closure of a relation. The surjectivity of x implies that 
standard models are at most countable. 
denote x E V(A) by xl= formula is tae 
in a model if it is satisfied at all states, and it is valid if it is true in all models. 
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The set of all formulae valid in the above Seman 
axiomatic system CPDL. 
3 (Deductive system ). 
PDL axioms: 
(AXO) Ali propositional Wto!ogies, 
(Axl) fa](A+ B) + @W-+#% 
(Am la; BlA4aw% 
(h3) [a u BIA4alA a [PIA, 
(Ax4j [u*]A-*A, 
(JW b*lA+C~lA, 
04x6) l~*lA+Ca”ll~“l~ 
(Ax7) A & [cr*](A+ [a]A) + [ar*]A. 
Combinato#y axioms: 
(Rl) If i-A+ B and t-A, then I-B (modus ponens); 
(R2) If t-A, then +[a]A (necessitation); 
(FG) If S-[ r][ #]A for all n E o, then F[ y]( CY *]A (induction rule); 
(R4) If t-[r]~c for all c E 2, then I-[r]O (coveting rule). 
EIere )- denotes provability in the infinitary system CPDL, where proofs are 
o-branching finite-path trees 7c with formulae associated with the nodes in such a 
way that at the leaves oi a one has instances of axioms and everywhere in the tree 
the formula at a node is a consequence, by some inference rule, of the formulae 
associated with the immediate successors of that node. 
. (Ax7) is provable (with the help of (R3)). 
The rule (R4) reflects the fact that all states have names. In fact, it can be replaced 
by a finitary rule (cf. [ll]): 
constant c not occurring in y, then t-[y]O. 
m an important fact about the behaviour of constants 
: axioms and rules do not 
are sy 
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2.5. For u: C + C and a formula A the translation u is inductively 
defined as follows: 
(a) P” = P for PE CBO; co = o(c); au L CT for a E I&; 
(b) (t~;/3)==ar*;~“; ((~w~)==a~uB”; @+)“=(a”)*; (A?)“=A”?; 
(c, ([ar]A)” = [cw”]AS 
(Symmetry Lemma). For a surjectiue o : C + C and a formula 
f. We prove a stronger claim: if m is a proof of A, then the translation -ZT~ of
this proof is a proof of A” (mu is obtained from v by associating to nodec the 
translations of formulae associated in Irj. Clearly, the translations of axioms are 
again axioms (inspect the list of schemata!) and we are left to show that the 
translation 0 preserves the rules. (Rl), (R2) and (R3) are left to the reader; as f’o~ 
(R4), observe that cr is surjective. 0 
Now the Symmetry Lemma suffices for showing that (R4) is equivalent o (Rg?. 
Theorem 2.7 (cf. [ 111). CPDL is a complete system, i.e., I-A #A is oalid. 
Remarks 2.8. (1) In [3] a finitary subsystem of CPDL is considered, obtain<J by 
deleting the o-rules (R3) and (R4). The resulting logic FCPDL is shown tn be 
complete and to have the finite (or small) model property. Completeness of F< lPDL 
implies that it has the same theorems as CPDL. Finitary axiomatics and ;b+. fmp 
give decidability of FCPDL. Thus we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.9 (cf. [3]). CPDL is decidable and has the fmp. 
3. Deterministic CPDL 
In this section an extension of the basic system is considered which is a comtina- 
tory version of DPDL-the propositional dynamic logic of deterministic atomic 
programs (cf. [ 11). 
The system CDPDL has, in addition to the axioms and rules of CPDL, the 
following axiom scheme: 
(a)A*[a]A foraE&. 
Definition 3.1. A model % is deterministic f, for all a E HO, thz corresponding 
relations R(a) are partial functions. 
(cf. [ 111). CDPI)L is complete with ect to inktic models. 
Using this theorem we shall show next that any non-theorem oKDFDL is refuted 
in a finite deterministic model. To this end it is sufficient o establish th .3t if a formula 
is satisfiable in a deterministic model, then it is satisfiable in a 5ik dete inistic 
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x, R, V) be a eterministic model and let xJ= 
Denote the atomic programs that occur in & by aI ). . . , ak; let 
mentioned in & be Q, cl,. . . , . Our aim is to construct a finite m 
is satisfied, using parts of ZR. 
The construction is based on s e technical notions and facts, listed below. 
tion 3.3. The Ri&er-Ladner 
formulae r such that r is cl 
1 replace [ ] as primitives) and: 
(1) A,EC 
), is defined as the smallest 
(for convenience ( ) and 
(2) if ((Y; JB)AE c then (~)@)AE r; 
(3) if (u u /~)AE c then (a)A, (@)A E r; 
(4) if (cr*)A~c then (a)(cu*)Ad; 
(5) if (B?)AE IY, rhen BEE 
The point of Fischer and Ladner, who i duced this notion in [2] was that if 
one is interested in the satis en the only formulae that have to be 
taken into account are the ). Moreover, the only programs that 
have to be taken into account are the ilt from at,. . . , ak and v. R%hout 
loss of generality we may further assume that 
(i) the constant q, is satisfied in q,; 
(ii) for each formula in FL(A,J of the form (v)B, if it is true in SR, then B is 
satisfied in a state where some of the constants c,, . . . , c,,, are also satisfied. 
Note that t‘or such formulae satisfiability and truth in a model coincide (cf. [ll] 
where they ace called closed formulae). 
For a program ac we define ~(a): t e set of all ar-trajectories in 
82 = (M, x, R, V) by induction on a: 
(1) T(a)=R(a) for ad&,; T(v)=M’; 
(2) ?(Q US) = ~(dh(P); 
(3) ~(~;8)={(5.-.,y,...,z)l(x,.*.,Y)~~(~)~(Y,...,Z)E~(8)}; 
(4 ~(~*)=wIX~ }U Uial T((y’); 
(5) T(A?) = {(x) 1 x E V(A)}. 
The length of the trajectory (yO, . . . , y” ) is pi. 
This notion was introduced by Pratt, N>te &at (x, z) E R( cu ) iff there is an 
a-trajectory (yO, . . . , yn) with yO=x and y,, = z. 
The next lemma can be viewed as an extensifzt of Lemma 4.3 ;n [l] to the language 
with constants and v. 
=(a*) l . a w$B, xf=A, (yo,. . . , yn) belong to 
th 
(4) for any (20,. . . , 2) E ?(a; J3,; . c l ; &) with zO= yit the 
Yi,. l 9 z) E T( q; 9 9 9 ; ah), and thus 
The proof (by induction on the natural numbers h and i and then on the complexity 
of a;) is tedious, but for the rest quite straightforward, and is therefore omitted. 
Definition 3.6 (cf. [I]). Ir’ xl= A, A = (a,). . . (ah)& B is not of the form (a)B1, then 
AisjG@lledforxbyyif(qy)~R(a,;=-•; ah) and y C B. A is immediately fulfilled 
by x if h=O or if (x)Er(al;-*; ah) and xl= B. The formula (a)(pl). ..(B,)B 
is called a derivatilre of A for x at y if y I= (a)(&) . . . (&)B and 
hYN” R(a; BG l l l ; Bj)C R(% l l . ; ah)* 
Note that derivatives are transitive: if A, is a derivative of A for x at y, and A2 
is a derivative for y at z, then A2 is a derivative of A for x at z (cf. [ 11). Intuitively, 
the fulfillment of a derivative at the appropriate state (e.g., at a state in a fulfilling 
trajectory) guarantees the fulfillment of the formula. 
Before describing the construction (analogous to that of [l]) which will be 
performed in two stages, we make the last simplifying assumption (again without 
loss of generality): no two constants from the list co, . . . , c,,, are satisfied in one and 
the same state (since, otherwise, they are identified). 
First stage 
Consider m + 1 disjoint copies of the full k-ary tree (which may be envisaged as 
a set of nodes with k successor functions S’ , . . . , S“). In the union of these m + 1 
trees a function f will be defined inductively. It will have its values in 
If t is the root of the ith tree, then f(t) = xcr (the state where Ci is satisfied). 
Assume now that f(t) is defined. Then, for j = 1,. . . , kp 
x if f( t) R( aj)x and if any constant co, . . . , C, 
f(s’t) = is satisfied inf( t), then t is a root; 
undefined otherwise. 
function f is correctly defined since 92 is a de 
ith tree for w is de6ned form a tree 
the root in K for w to 
are leaves of z (i.e., have no s~cesso~s in r). 
Sc9e of the trees q can be infinite. Since t 
that there may be infinite paths in the 
eliminate all such infinit aths. 
Consider an infinite 
formulae in FL( 
has the following pro 
representatives in the s 
nodesbe fno, &.., tnli,..*. ListaHfo 
which are satisfied at f( &). For each s 
the conditions that 
of the form (a#). . . 
a fulfilling trajecto 
(1) it lies altogether within the 
assumption (ii) ); 
$ the shortest such t 
path, in the sense that 
off the path at some node. 
ectories exist, cf. simplifyin 
mpletely contained in the infinite 
y” =f( t,,,), or it may branch 
Mark for every formuia of the d the node in the path where the 
corresponding trajectory en or branches off. Choose a number N such that tmne 
is further along the path all such nodes. Delete all ancestors of & in the tree 
F. 
with all the infinite paths in K. As a result a subtree T: 
has no infinite paths and, by Kiinig’s Lemma, is finite. 
n the union of the trees T: do the following: 
(I) consider, for each constant ~0,. . , cm, all the leaves t such that f( t)k ci, 
delete them and set for the predecessor t’ of t (i.e., the node for which t = Sjt’, for 
some j): 
where tsi s the roz% of T:; 
nd tnN, i.e., which is the end of the initial s 
et for its predecessor t” ( t,,N = Sjt’): 
ere tm is the first node in the path with f ( fno) -f (t,,, ); 
(3) for the rest of t3e nodes in the unic,n of T”“s set: 
By induction on the 
the definition o 
~+‘(a~).  . (ah)B ig f(u)k(atJ.. a (a&)B. 
To this end, assume that trl=‘(q}. . l (a,,)B. Then there is a fulfillin 
(to, l l l 9 1,) E ~‘(a~; l . l ; Q~), i.e., to = u and t, I=’ B. If its ien h is 0 (that can happen 
only ifq,..., arc, are either tests or iterations, all test formulae bein 
u), then, by the induction hypothesis, f ( tl) != B; moreover, all the test 
also satisfied at f (u) by the induction hypothesis. Thus (a,) . . . (ah) 
fulfilled at f(u) since it is the case that (f(u)) E r( aI; - . . ; ah ). 
If the length of the trajectory is >O, then, by Lemma 3.5, for each i < n there 
exkt derivatives Q E FL(&) with the properties: 
(i) Di = (bi)Ai, bi E {al, . . . , ak, Y); 
(3) Do+ (a,). . . (aft) ..*a D i+l-,Aisw., &+A,_1 are all theorems of C 
(this follows from the proof of the iemma). 
Starting from ta (where, by the in 
shall show that f ( ti) k= Di. Assume th 
a deleted node t in a 
f(ti+a)-f(t), and also f~ti)~~b~)f~t 
where B is satisfied. 
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~t(yo,...,y,)E~(~,;oo*; q,), with y. =f( u), y, I= B, 
range off and with the smallest length among such traj 
If n = 0, then we are done: yOI= B implies that u WI3 and r+‘(q). . . (a ce 
(U)E #(a*; l l l ; ah) in this case). 
If n >O, then for each state in the trajectory yP we h 
ow we start buildi 
erivatives of the 
to it DO. Then f(u)l=Do~ 
as been defined with f( tp) = yp and thus f( tp)C Dp (D, is the 
derivative which we assign to tp). The next step is made according to the following 
cases: 
(1) if, for some j, = (Qi)Ap and Sit, E U, then set tp+, = Sit,. Assign to it Dp+, . 
ptions of the construction, Y,,+~ is a state 
s yp+l = f(ui)* Set t,+, = Ui and assign to it 
D p+l l 
These two kinds of steps are called safe. The third possibility is: 
(3) &, = {+)A&, but S$& U. This can happen only if an infinite path is eliminated 
by deleting the successor of th. By the construction, we have that there is a node 
on that path, t%, such that f (t%J - Y~+~. Set now tAo+, = tllo and assign to it D&+*. It 
bvious that f(ta+#= Da+,. This kind of step is called unsafe 
tarting from th+, we repeat he p dure: pick up a lling trajectory com- 
pletely within the range off for ID*+, th the smallest 1 . Follow it as above 
until an unsafe step has to be made, say at tp;. Note that the second unsafe step is 
necessarily different from the first one, i.e., it cannot be that tR, = th and tfi+l = th+l. 
This follows from the construction that eliminates infinite paths: all formulae of 
the appropriate form (among which is De+,) have their shortest trajectories branch- 
ing off the path or ending on it before fpb. Moreover, it follows from the conditions 
of the construction that, no matter how the process of picking nodes continues, this 
unsafe step will not be repe d. In general, an unsafe step, once made will never 
be made again. This is the ial observation for the whole proof. 
Now unsafe step, we have a node tm+, such that a derivative of 
+1, at ,f( t&+,1. By the transitivity of derivatives mentioned 
above we have that all assigned formulae up to that node are derivatives of the 
initial formula. 
Since there are only a finite number of possible unsafe steps, the process will 
the last unsafe step in it will be made, i.e., at f( t,,+,) 
and its fulfilling trajectory can be followed inside !BI 
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in the: first part of the proof oft lemma, we nee to consider the transition 
ti+* where &+I is satisfied at ti. ut, by the construction, ti ‘(&)ti+, and ti+l 
NOW, easily, tit’Di* 
ally, (to, . . . , t,) E I’( a,; l * 9 ; ah). us the proof of the lemma is 
completed. 0 
If a formula is satisfied in a 
inistic model 
then it is satisfied in 
Proof. Using Lemma 3.7. Since x& A0 and by the 
we have h = f( u,,), where 4 is the root of 
r&J=‘&. 0 
3.9. A more careful inspection of the const ion of the required finite 
shows that the height of the T”s has an up und exponential in the size 
of &, so the size of the finite model where A0 is satisfied has an upper bound 
doubly exponential in the size of the formula. 
Theorem 3.10. CDPDL has e fmp and is decidable. 
Proof. If A,-, is not provable, then, by Theorems 3.2 and 3.8, it has a small counter- 
model, which is deterministic. The size of this countermodel has an upper bound 
doubly exponential in the size of AO. 0 
4. Infinite repeating in CPDL 
The language of CPDL is augmented in this section with the infinite repeating 
construct repeat(a), which has the following semantics: 
xl= repeat(a) iff there exists an infinite sequence of 
states x = x0, x1, . . . , such that 
Vn. x, R(a)x,,+, . 
.I. Let RCPDL-inf denote CPDL+ re 9 with the additional axiom of 
Streett (cf. [ 19)): 
and the infinitary rule: 
5) If l-[ y][ v]( c, + (a)c,+,) for some infinite se s G,G 9***9 
t ~hdr1vl(co+ (4) 
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Clearly, RCPDL-inf is soun and, in the presence of (R5), 
proposed by Streett (cf. [19]): 
(**) A& [a*](A+(a) t(a), 
can be inferred in the way Segerberg’s induction axiom (Ax7) is proved by the 
holds. 
.2. For any surjecdw o : G + 2, and a forma& A, 
RCPDL-inf !-A + RCP 
In fact, we can establish the stronger esult of Lemma 2.5 that any proof ‘IT of A 
is transformed by u into a proof ITO of AS 
Theorem 4.3. RCPDEinf is complete. 
The proof will be based on the same idea as the main proof in [ 1 I], namely to 
use the constants in a Her&Mike way as states in the model to be constructed. 
Call a theory any set of formulae T containing all theorems of RCPDLinf and 
closed under the rules (Rl), (R3), (R4), and (RS) (i.e., under all rules except 
necessitation). T is consistent if Oe T T is maximal if it is consistent and has no 
proper consistent extensions. Let Th(r) be the smallest heory such that r G T For 
theories the following Deduction Theorem can be established (cf. [ 10,111): 
ET iff BET~(TU{A}). 
Thus, -W Tub+) is inconsistent iff 1A E T (cf. [ 16, Ch. 71, on Q-filters). 
aitio A theory T is symmetric f there exist a finite &c_ C such that, for 
all surjective k : C -, C with al& = id (identity) and * E formulae A, A E TaA” E T. 
e constants in & said to be jixed by T. Symmetric theories exist, e.g., the 
set of theorems of RCP inf is one since it does not fix any constant (& can be 8). 
metric, then, for a E II and A E @, 
E T) is a symme.fric theory, 
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is finite) contains all constants fixed [(r ] T, i.e., for any surjective a : such 
that al&u Z, = id and any formula 
Claim (b) follows from the fact that Th( T u {A}) = [ 
.6. tit 
maximal theory. 
T be a consistent symmetric theory. en T ca to a 
Proof. Enumerate all formulae @: AO, Al,. . . , A,, . . . . Set T,= T. Assume now 
that T, has been defined and is a consistent symmetric theory (that fixes & G 2). 
Consider A,. If Th( T, v {A,,}) is consistent, then let T,,, be that theory. 
Tm+, is symmetric. If Th( T, u {A,,}) is inconsistent, i.e., 7A,, E T, then investigate 
the form of A,: can A,, be a conclusion of an inlinitary rule? If not so, let T,,, = T,. 
There are three possibilities left: 
(i pp = [ y]O for some y E I?. Observe that if, for all c E 2, [ y]lc e T,, then A,, 
would be in T,, too-a contradiction. So. there is a constant c such that 
TwluHYl~c~) is consistent. Let Tn+l be that theory. T,,, is symmetric by 
Lemma 4.5. 
(ii) A, = [ y][cr*] B for some ‘y, oi E n and B E @. Here we can consistently add 
to T, a formula l[~][~“]B. The newly obtained theory T,,, is again symmetric 
(by Lemma 4.5). 
(iii) A, = MC I( u c + repeat( cu)). Consider sequences of constants co, cl, . . . , and 
call them appropriate if c = co and, for all & 
All appropriate sequences are finite-otherwise ould be inconsistent. Note that 
in suck sequences no constant d outside C’= {c}U {the constants of y and 
a} can occur. Indeed, if co,. . . , Ci, d,. . . , were the first occurrence of d in an 
appropriate sequence, then we would define a surjective o such that a(d) = Ci and 
(rfZ’= id. Since T, is symmetric and [ y][ v]( ci -+ (ar)d) E T,, its translation 
1711 I( a ( ) i) v c -+ a c would also be a member of T,. But then we would have an infinite 
sequence Co,. . . , Ci, Ci, Ci, . . . for which [ r][ v](c,,, + (ar)c,,,) belongs to T, for all 
m E o. Applying (RS) we would get A, E T, -a contradiction. Thus all appropriate 
sequences are paths in a IZ’(-branching tree and, by Lemma, there exists 
a natural number k such that there is no appropriate e of length ak. 
Let then T,,, =~mJ~cYl y the above considerations (and 
by some manipulations valid in sistent and obviously symmetric. 
It is clear from the definition that T, C_ T,,, for all n. 
Closure under (Rl) is easy. From the infi 
the rest to the reader. Assume that for a s 
[~][v](c,~(~)c,+~)~T’ for all MO. Now, if [~][v](Q+ 
to T,, where 111 is the numb 
(and thus in T’), we h 
A contradiction. 
Properties (l)-(3) show that T’ is a maximal theory. Cl 
Having a maximal theory T such that a formula A belongs to it one can define 
a model where A is satisfied (as well as all formulae in T). Sa that two constants 
c, d are equivalent with respect o T and write c - d if (u)(c & d) E T. This is an 
equivalence relation (cf. [ 111). Denote by c the equivalence class of c. Let Mr = 
{cfc~;F}.Defineforana~~~erelationR~(~~)8~((~,I)I(~)(cBt(~)d)~T}.For 
B E @, let V’(B) be the set (cl (zQ( c & B) E T}. Finally, let x~( c) = c 
.7. imr= ( ) xTs RT, VT) is a model where A is satis$ed at some state. 
With respect o CPDL semantic onditions 2.2(i)-(3), the proof literally 
the general proof given in [ 111. Here we consider only the case of 
(ar)), then (v)(c&re t(a))e T. By (Ax13 
iom (*) it follows that [ v](c+ (a) (a)) E T Hence, 
there is a cl E C such that 
[v](c+(ar)c,)~ T and [u](c,+r, t(cu))e T. 
The last two imply ( Y)(c~ 8~ t(a)) E T, and CR&+, . Repeating this argument 
ad infinitum we obtain a seq e c, ~1, 4f2,-, in I& with the property that, for 
a10 nE 0, In the opposite direction: if, for an infinite sequence 6, 
Cl, . ..) in T(a)c,,+I, then fo the sequence co, c,, . . . 
[ v](c, + (a)~,,,) to T Closure under (R5) gives that [ v](co+ re 
t(ar)) E T, i.e., co45 V,( 
is at least one const ay c, in T-_otkemise T would 
egated and therefore would contain 0. So, if A E T, then 
) E T, i.e., A is satisfied at c. Cl 
The rule (RS) is eliminable from 
finitary rules. In 0 
Q‘+t = Gtb nsi s 
(&-cycle) if t+ r] %% CO, l l l 3 ck), 
then r-lrlM@o+ 
Definitioa4.8. Denote the system CPDL+ t+(*)+{Rk-cyclelkEw)byRCPDk 
cycle. 
4.9. RCPDL-inf and RCPDL-cycle coincide as sets of theorems. 
Proof. It is quite clear that (RS) is stronger than ( Rk-cycle). On the other hand, 
any proof of a formula in RCPDL-inf can be transformed into a proof of the same 
formula in RCPDLcycle by eliminating each application of (RS) by a proof in 
RCPDLcycle. This elimination is based on the Symmetry Lemma for RCPDLcycle 
(which can be easily checked): if all formulae [r][ v]( c,, + (ar)c,,+,) for some infinite 
sequence Q,cl,..., are provable in RCPDL-cycle, then either there is a constant 
in the sequence which appears twice (and then we have the premise of some 
( Rk-cycle) provable in RCPDL-cycle) or all constants in the sequence are different- 
in this case we find a constant not occurring in y and LY, apply a suitable a, and 
get again a premise of some (Rk-cycle) provable. in either case we can derive in 
RCPDLcycle the needed conclusion of (R5). D 
Now consider our final system axiomatizing re 
Definition 4.10. Let RCPDL denote CPDL+ 
of Streett. 
t+ the two axioms (*I and (**I 
RCPDL is obviously a sound system (with respect o the semantics>. 
Lemma 1. 7?2e two systems PDL-cycle and L coincide as sets of theorems. 
y the completeness theorem for 
all theorems of 
Iuclusion in the owi 
-cycle) are deri 
Next it is easy to see that (from now on we 
CYcL&% co, l - - ¶ 4 + 
[a*]Cyclek(a, cO, *. . , ck) + [a 
But Cycle’(a, ~0, . . l 9 ck) is a closed formula (cf. [ 1 I]), i.e., it begins with the 
quantifier-like modality [v] and, as noted in [ 1 I], in particular, 
Cyclek(a9 ~0, . . . , cd + [d~c~ek(% %, . . . s ckh 
and, by (4 
Cycle’(a,~,...,qJ + t Ci+m ( t(a) l i=O 1 
Therefore, 
Cyclek(a, co,. . . , ck) + (co+ 
Applying (R2) and using again the fact that Qcle”( ac, ~0, . . . , ck) is closed we get 
I rlQc@b, co 9 l l l 9 cd + Mt~l(co+ 
y (Rl) the n e e conclusion is obtained. q ed d 
On the other hand, we have the following extension of Streett’s result 1181 (abQu$ 
the fmp of the set of all repeat-tautologies in the pure PDL language). 
then it is sa~k$ab~e 
ufa A0 in the combinatory language with 
in a j%ite model. 
Let A0 be satisfiable in 8X = ( V) and let the same simplifying assump- 
tions as ipz Section 3 hold. Consider the minimal filtration (cf. [2,17]) 9 of !V2 
eys an additional condition (tog ;her with conditions 
) and [ac]O~ FL(Ao), and FL is also 
such that I@ = {flx~ M}, 
2 may be identified with Lab(Z) = 
eede 
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0). To obtain a finite satisfyin 
(cf. [18]). For this: 
(i) finitely construct branching trees (one fo ach significant constant) and 8 
function f defined in their union with values in 
(ii) inductively mark some of the nodes (starting from the roots) so as to ensure 
FL(Ao) are of th 
notion of fi&lling bundle: if xblre 
will be finite, i.e., for some &, XiI=[a 
y,, = xi, y,,k[a]O; the 
y,& T(P*) with yO=q 
of such trajectories. At ea& step of the marking, some nodes are declared frontier 
nodes. If, for such a frontier node t, $( 1) =f( U) for some mapked node LC (in the 
same tree) which has been declared frontier at the previous step, then we skip it; 
otherwise, we add fulfilling trajectories and bundles for all eventuality formulae in 
Lab(f(r)) declaring their end nodes frontier for the next step. Such a process will 
eventually stop since &2 is finite. . 
(iii) make the necessary deletions (as in the second stage in the construction of 
Section 3) to obtain M’; e.g., identify the t and u mentioned in (ii); x’, R’, V’ are 
introduced in the obvious way. In 92’ = (M’, x’, R’, V’) the following is established: 
&=‘A iff A~Lab(f(u)) forAEFL(Ao). q 
Remark 4.13. This construction guarantees a finite model with upper. bound of the 
size triply exponential in the size of AO. 
Theorem 4.14. RCPDL is complete, decidable and has the fmp. 
A notion closely related to repeat is the notion of a diverging computation of cr: 
loop(a) (cf. [S, 6, I]). In the language xtended with hop this notion is axiomatizable 
over RCPDL by the following schemes: 
iloop( a E ITO; 
Call the 1 
DL+ is decidable and has the 
L+ is an inessential extension of e se that 
L-equivalent formula 
e constructed (by means of the above tautologies). 0 
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probi 
We have given two types of examples. First we 
constants and the universal program does not s 
of PDL, as well as similar properties of s an extension of 
deterministic atomic programs (decidability, the etc.). Another example in the 
same spirit is the logic of totally defined atomic p 
5.1. CTPDL ( = CPDL+ {(a)1 1a E Ho}) is decidable and has the fmp. 
The idea behind such examples is clear: constants are harmless in cases where 
d, in Section 4 the effect of the addition of the new means to 
t is axiomatizable over CPDL by exactly the axioms conjectured 
idea behind this example should also be clear: constants are 
very useful in cases where they are not harmless! 
As far as we know, the original problem of Streett is still open. Among other 
open problems related to the matter of this paper, we mention two: 
(1) Are CDPDL and RCPDL finitarily axiomatizable (i.e., can the o-rules be 
replaced)? 
<2) Are the upper bounds for the sizes of the countermodels indeed tight? 
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